Mission "skivers" look like men, act like apes. Have't they any souls? 

University of Notre Dame Religious Bulletin September 16, 1939 Bill and Bob Coleman's father died unexpectedly early Fri. morning.

No Ten O'Clock Mass For The Freshmen.

Sunday Masses will be the same this year as last: 6:00, 7:00, 8:30 and 10:00. But as before, to avoid overcrowding, one restriction is necessary. Freshmen are to keep away from the 10:00. The 8:30 will be a sung Mass, Gregorian chant by the seminarians across the lake, directed by Father Carl Hager, C.S.C.

Father O'Hara Speaks.

At the 8:30 tomorrow, which all freshmen are urged to assist at, Father O'Hara will acquaint them with the basic philosophy underlying their Catholic education at Notre Dame. He will set the newcomers' ears, minds and hearts attune to the spiritual side of campus life. When he has finished his sermon, every Catholic freshman will resolve to be a daily communicant and to confide in the priests when they need some help. They will start making daily visits to the Grotto where Our Lady has settled so many problems for Notre Dame men, including the choice of vocation, vexing temptations against the angelic virtue, the ever-recurring headaches called exams.

A Word To The Wise.

You will notice the times set for the Sunday Masses are NOT 6:05, 7:10, 8:38 and 10:07. The Sunday precept obliges you to hear THE WHOLE MASS. If through negligence you miss some of the minor parts, your negligence amounts to a venial sin. If you miss major parts of the Mass, you're obliged under pain of grave sin to make them up. Make sure the Consecration and Communion are in the same Mass.

For Bengal.

Tomorrow, as on every third Sunday throughout the year, the collection at all the Masses will be given over to the Bengal missionaries. It costs you two-bits to get into a cheap show, more than that to see something worthwhile; fifteen cents for a malt; thirteen for your favorite smokes. Your stamp bill runs high, week after week, when you total the cost of special deliveries despatched to Suzzi, Myrtle and Liz. (Pardon us, is Two Timo Tommy in the crowd this year? Or did he wind up his career in Notre Dame's Aluminum Front last June?) Anyhow, throw something proportionate into the box tomorrow. If you figure fattening Betty Grable's salary is worth thirty-five or forty cents, what do you figure it's worth to "subsidize" some ex-Notre Dame men laboring now as Holy Cross Foreign Missionaries, spreading the knowledge of Christ among the ignorant Hindus, Moslems and primitive Garos who hide in the hills of northwest Bengal?

As To The First Mission.

It's tomorrow night at 7:30 for ALL FRESHMEN, ALL OFF-CAMPUS MEN, and the students of St. EDWARD'S and "OVERFLOW" HALL. Father Schulte opens up on Salvation. (If you liked Father Lee's Lenten course, St. Ed's-mon, you'll like Father Schulte, too.) *** The morning instruction Monday will be The Necessity of a Strong, Living Faith. Fathers O'Hara and Lynch will distribute Communions. Confessions will be heard in four boxes. That goes for services morning and night and you have extra facilities for confession in Dillon (7-11:30 A.M.; 6:15-7 P.M.; and 8:30-9:45 P.M.), in Howard and Cavanaugh (7:30-9 A.M. and 8:30-8:45 P.M.), also in the basement Chapel directly after supper.

Mass-Servers Needed.

Brother Boniface, Sacristan, would like those who want a "regular" job to see him. He has vacancies at 6:00 and 6:25 in the basement Chapel. Brownson and Carroll men are the handiest. *** In the halls, consult with your rector about his need for servers.

PRAYERS: (deceased) uncle of Tom Murphy (Dil.); mother of Bernie Murray (Al.) 1 sp.int.